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the playstation 4 version of gravity rush 2 doesn't seem to feature any new content. instead, the game's presentation benefits from the updated lighting, textures, and effects that remastered offers. the game's art direction is also a bit more refined, and kat herself has a more refined look. the character models are a bit more detailed, too, and while a slightly lower-polygon count can sometimes be a good thing for a mobile game, it's not the case here. the characters don't look any less detailed than the vita
version, and they look better on ps4. the biggest difference between the two versions of the game is the use of the ps4's share button. one of the vita's biggest issues was how little it supported as a way to send and receive messages between players. that problem has been rectified on ps4, and it's a welcome feature that really opens up the game's story and gameplay to console play. the game also supports six-player split-screen gameplay, which is a nice bonus, though the game requires playstation plus
to access this feature. from the beginning, gravity rush was about finding and using the tools that you could find in the world. you could fly, of course, but you could also jump, jump on the ground, hop, fly in mid-air, and even glide on walls. you could run, you could jump, you could climb, you could climb over things, you could climb down things. the possibilities were almost endless, and everything in the game worked together to give you the tools you needed to overcome most challenges. it made up for

the playstation vita's hardware limitations with ingenuity and its relatively low-powered hardware with a brilliant sense of design and a level of cinematic quality that almost made it feel like a playstation 3 game.
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as i've mentioned, gravity rush's two-dimensional movement and camera control can seem a bit exasperating on playstation 4, and the game can feel cramped and repetitive at times. but when kat is soaring through the air and traversing the city, exploring and observing things in the
gravity-manipulating way they were meant to be seen, it's really something else. the sense of scale and a heightened sense of imagination that the ps4's screen affords truly makes for some of the best vr gameplay i've ever experienced. the playstation 4 version of gravity rush

remastered doesn't suffer from any of the porting issues that the original vita game did, but it doesn't do enough to mitigate the fact that the game is playing like a mobile title on a much larger screen. if you're a fan of the original game, this version will feel as if it was always meant to
be on a tv, and it's frustrating to see the game's visual beauty and novelty remain a much more intimate experience on a larger screen. the bigger problem is that kat herself is a cipher. as much as gravity rush tries to tell us a story about our heroine's search for her identity, kat's

backstory remains as unformed as when she first appeared. the main reason is that kat is only a minor character in gravity rush. kat is the main character in gravity rush, but you'll spend most of the game speaking with other humans, and there are only a handful of extended
conversations that deal with kat's unique abilities. she just doesn't feel like a character worth knowing. kat is the coolest character in gravity rush, but she's also the least developed. kat's identity is one of gravity rush's greatest mysteries, and no amount of hd upgrades can change

that. 5ec8ef588b
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